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SUMMARY PAGE

THE PROBLEM

Communications systems have been shown to produce extremely low frequency (ELF)
nonionizing radiation at low intensities. Several studies indicate that radiation within
these ranges might have biological effects. The present study contained a number of
experiments designed to reveal various behavioral and biochemical changes potentially
induced by ELF magnetic fields.

FINDINGS

Magnetic fields between 8.2 and 9.3 x 10- 4 T alternating at 45 or 15 Hz had no
consistent effects on operant behavior in four rhesus monkeys. No hematological changes
were found to relate to the presence or absence of the fields although such changes were
related to food deprivation.
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INTRODUCTION

Many heretofore unsuspected biophysical agents have been discovered in contempo-
rary investigations of environmental influences on plants and animals. Among these
agents is nonionizing radiation. Such radiation includes electromagnetic fields gener-
ated by local climatic or geological conditions and fields produced by high tension power
lines. Low intensity fields are also associated with many household cippliances and con-
veniences. Although the majority of studies have been concerned with higher frequency
electromagnetic fields such as in the microwave region (300 - 300,000 MHz), the present
study was particularly interested in low intensity, extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic
fields below 300 Hz.

The literature on the biological influence of magnetic fields was extensively re-
viewed by Barnothy (1) and Presman (12), these reviews illustrate that very little research
has been conducted with low intensity ELF magnetic fields. However, since these
reports, a plethora of investigations concerned with low intensity ELF magnetic and
electric fields has emerged. Contemporary research in the area is especially concerned
with frequencies associated with communications and power-generating facilities although
a number of investigators are also exploring the relationship between geomagnetic/climatic
phenomena and biological effects. (See Persinger et al. 90] for a review of recent ELF
research.) Because of the difficulty in separating magnetic and electric fields, many of
the recent studies do not differentiate between the two. In addition, whereas earlier
research with animals concentrated on broad measures such as general motor activity,
current work tends to obtain data on specialized behavior such as reaction time and con-
ditioned responses.

In their review of recent work, Persinger et al. (10) conclude, among other things,
that ELF electromagnetic research has shown effects in timing behavior and oxygen
uptake. However, investigations in our laboratory failed to discover any reliable behav-
ioral influences of ELF fields (3, 4, 5, 8, 9) although there were indications of increases
in serum triglycerides in man after one day of exposure to a low intensity ELF magnetic
field (2). The present study was designed to explore the purported changes in time-
dependent behavior and blood chemistry using rhesus monkeys as subjects.

METHOD

SUBJECTS

Four rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) previously used in similar experiments (4,5)
were the subjects. 3Z5 and 4Z7 were 7 and 5-year old females respectively; AP6 and
AR4 were males and approximately 8 years old at the start of experiment 1. The animals
were on ad l ibitum feeding in their home cages for at least 3 months prior to the preseni
study.
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APPARATUS

The apparatus, essentially the same as reported in previous studies (4, 5) but located
in a different building, consisted of two conventional operant animal boxes each sur-
rounded by a pair of large Helmholtz coils aligned in a north-south direction with the
X-axis oriented east-west. The boxes were partially shielded from the coils by standard
aluminum window screening connected to an earth ground. The room in which the boxes
were located had a static geomagnetic field of approximately 0.4 x 10-4 T in a northerly
direction with an inclination of about 550 below the horizon. Magnetic (B) field mea-
surements were obtained with a Bell 620 gaussmeter. When the coils were energized,
relatively homogeneous alternating magnetic fields were produced in the Loxes. Table I
shows the magnetic flux density, expressed in teslas, in the two boxes under various
experimental conditions. Although most B-field measurements were generally obtained
at 15 different points within the animal boxes, the B-fields of experiment 2C were mea-
sured directly in front of the animal's work panel during a 1-second energization of the
coils. B-field differences between experiments 1 and 2A were due to unavoidable changes
in the apparatus supplying power for the coils.

Table I

Magnetic Flux Density in Animal Boxes Under

Different Experimental Conditions

B-Field (x 10-4 T)

Experiment Hz Box 1 Box 2

1 45 9.2 * 0.53 9.3 ± 0.50

2A 45 8.4:± 0.56 8.4 ± 0.61

2B 15 9.2 ± 0.61 9.0 ±0.73

2C 45 8.2 8.2

As shown in Table II, the electric (E) field strength measured in the center of the
boxes was less than 1.2 V/m regardless of whether the coils were energized during experi-
ment 1. The frequency of the E-fields was 60 Hz when the B-field was off. E-fields
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were not measured at 15 Hz. Electric field measurements were made with a probe con-
structed by NAMRL Elecironic Services Division.

Table II

Electric Field Strength in Animal Boxes With and

Without the 45-Hz Magnetic Field

B-Field E-Field (V/m)

Box Condition Ax is

X Y z

off 1.0 < 0.4 < 0.4
1

on 1.2 1.00 0.5

2 off 1.0 < 0.44 < 0.44

on 1.2 0.90 0.90

Room temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure were recorded continuously.
Temperature of air leaving the boxes was also continuously recorded. Masking of ex-
traneous noises and vibrations was partially accomplished by a 75-dB white noise within
each box and by mounting the boxes on rubber vibration isolators. The boxes were not
in physical contact with the surrounding coils, yet, even with this isolation a slight
vibration of approximately 1.5 dB (SPL) occurred in the boxes when the field was turned
on.

PROCEDURE

Blood Chemistry

Prior to partial food deprivation in preparation for experiment I, blood samples were
drcwn and a number of laboratory tests were conducted. The samples were obtained in
the following manner. All food was removed from the animals at 1600 hours on the day
preceding sampling. The following day at approximately 0900 the animals were given
0.65 mg/lb of Thorazine intramuscularly in the thigh, and approximately 20 minutes
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later 10 cc of blood were drawn from the femoral vein. Two months later, when the
animals were at approximately 90% of their ad libitum weights, blood was drawn again.
The latter samples were obtained at 1300 after all animals had finished their daily
exper;mental session. Again, 0.65 mg/lb of Thorazine was administered and only 5 cc
of blood were drawn from the femoral vein. Samples were obtained biweekly during an
8-week period while the animals were at their 90% bad/ weights (one animal was sampled
at a much lower weight). Two weeks after the fourth sample under deprived feeding
conditions, another sample was obtained in the same manner as the original sample while
the animals were in their home cages under ad libitum feeding conditions. The animals
remained on ad libitum feeding in their home cages for 16 additional days to establish
new baseline body weights after which they were again partially deprived of food. On
the eighteenth day of deprivation and every seventh day thereafter (experiments 2A and
2B), a series of blood samples was again obtained following the same procedure as in
experiment 1 under deprived conditions. Six samples were drawn during the final series.

Behavior

Experiment 1. The subjects had previously learned to operate the manipulanda in
the boxes to obtain food and water (4, 5). All subjects were now trained to work two
different and separate tasks--an interresponse-time (IRT) schedule and a fixed ratio (FR)
schedule. The reinforcer for appropriate responses was an 0.86 gm Purina Monkey Chow
Tablet or 2.0 ml of water. (Water was later omitted from experiment 1 and subsequent
experiments because the animals never took water when it was available). A supple-
mental portion (1/4) of an apple or an orange was given following an experimental
session and food tablets were given in the home cages during the weekends. Weekend
feeding varied in an attempt to maintain 90% body weights. One animal (4Z7) gradually
decreacsed her body weight until it was maintained at approximately 71% of ad libitum
weight during the last month of the experiment.

The subjects were trained first on the IRT schedule. When a green light appeared
above a lever on the front wall of the box, the animal was required to wait 5.0seconds
and then lift the lever. A lever lift before 5.0 seconds and after 6.0 seconds had elapsed
produced no reinforcement and recycled the timer, thereby requiring another 5.0-second
wait. The 5.0-second interresponse time was constant, but the limited hold following
the 5.0 seconds was initially 30 seconds and was reduced gradually after 2 weeks of train-
ing to 1.0 second. Lever lifts between 5.0 and 6.0 seconds resulted in illumination of
the food and water apertures and produced the opportunity to respond for food or water.
A press response on the buttons beside the food and water apertures while they were
illuminated produced a food tablet or water allotment.

Next, the subjects were trained to lift the same lever 10 times (FR 10) in the pre-
sence of the red light. The tenth lever response resulted in reinforcement availability.
As the sessions progressed two subjects, 3Z5 and AP6, were required to lift the lever on
an FR 20. Beginning with session 36 a correct response on either task produced rein-
forcement availability on 4 0% of the occasions. Following 600/6 of the correct responses,
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only a brief (0.75 second) flash of the food and water lights was presented.

A 5-minute time out period during which neither task could be performed followed
each 15-minute exposure to a task. Each task occurred three times during an experi-
mental session, thereby producing sessions of 2 hours' duration. Sessions for one pair of
animals began at approximately 0800 and for the other pair at approximately 1030. Ex-
perimental sessions occurred daily except weekends. Following an experimental session
animals were removed from the chambers and returned to the colony room to await the
next daily session. Most behavioral indices were stable and showed no consistent trends
after 54 sessions, and the 45-Hz magi:etic field was then imposed for 8 sessions. Follow-
ing this exposure, 8 additional sessions occurred in fhe absence of the field resulting in
70 sessions for experiment 1.

Experiment 2A. The animals were on ad libitum feeding for 30 days following the
first experiment and then placed on deprivation feeding for 6 days prior to starting the
second experiment. No preliminary training was required, and the animals were placed
on the IRT schedule for daily 2-hour sessions. The IRT schedule was in effect for 15
minutes followed by a 5-minute time out period as in experiment 1, but in this case no
other tasks were programmed, and the IRT schedule occurred six times during a session.
Correct interresponse times, between 5.0 and 6.0 seconds, were reinforced 30% of the
time with food availability and 709/6 of the correct responses were reinforced by only the
0.75-second flash of the food and water lights.

Sessions occurred daily except weekends, and beginning with session 16 a 45-Hz
magnetic field was introduced for five sessions. At session 21 the field was removed for
five sessions.

Experiment 2B. All conditions were the same as in experiment 2A except that at
session 26 a 15-Hz magnetic field was turned on for five sessions and, then, it too was
removed for five additional sessions.

Experiment 2C. In this portion of the study conditions in sessions 36 and 40 were
the same as in the preceding five sessions but, during sessions 37-39, the 1 .0-second
limited hold period between 5.0 and 6.0 secc.-ids was assc:iated with a 1 .0-second
actuation of the magnetic field. The coils for a particular box were individually ener-
gized dependent on an animal's behavior, and were not necessarily on simultaneously as
in the earlier three experiments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Blood Chemistry

Blood was initially sampled on 8-31-73 under ad libitum feeding conditions and, at
this time, analyzed for only a few constituents--triglycerides, creatine, hemoglobin,
cholesterol, and SGOT. The data are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The rationale for
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Figure 1

Means and ranges of three serum determinations from the four rhesus monkeys. The
solid circles represent values obtained after 5 days' exposure to the magnetic fields
indicated with arrows at the top of the figure.
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Figure 2

Additional means and ranges of serum determinations. BUN is blood urea nitrogen.
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the various determinations was varied. Triglycerides have been previously found to in-
crease following ELF exposure In man (2). However, in the present study triglycerides
showed a decrease after 5 sessions' (10 hours) exposure and no significant changes during
subsequent similar exposures as seen in Figure 1. Although the decrease was significant
(F = 3.62, p < .05, 3, 12 d.f.) if the data under exposed conditions (11-30) were com-
pared with pre- and post-conditions (11-2, 11-16, 12-14), such significance did not
occur when all deprived conditions throughoui the entire study were compared. Figure 1
shows the mean and range of these determinations and the great variabi!ity of these mea-
sures. Since the data indicate that food deprivation leads to decreased amounts of tri-
glycerides, it is quite probably that the large decrease was nothing more than a reaction
to deprivation that reached a temporary minimum after 6 weeks (11-30) and recovered
during the next 2 weeks. The last 6 weeks of data under deprived conditions, shown in
Figure 1, tend to support this argument.

Other determinations were suggested in personal communications with Dr. Michael
A. Persinger (Laurentian University). He obtained tentative results indicating that ELF
fields could be used to drive a drug-induced, failing heart in the rat. Hence, a number
or indications of myocardial infarction were obtained including creatire phosphokinase
(CPK), cholesterol, lactic dehydrogenase (LDH), potassium, and serum glutamic oxalo-
acetic transaminase. Figures 1-7 show that none of these indices were related to the pre-
sence of the magnetic fields. There were some relationships between food deprivation and
a few measures. For example, as body weight decreased so did SGOT. LDH tended to
increase as body weight decreased. During the last 6 weeks, cholesterol decreased along
with body weight in 3Z5 and 4Z7. CPK was at its highest level when the 45-Hz field was
introduced the second time, and LDH reached high points when the second 45-Hz and
15-Hz fields were applied. None of these differences approached significance.

A few determinations were obtained because of the purported relationship between
respiration, oxygen uptake and ELF electromagnetic fields. These were calcium, red
cell count, hemoglobin and hematocrit (PVC). Figures 2, 3, 6 and 7 illustrate the lack
of any influence oF the magnetic fields.

The white cell differential count, WBC, morocytes, eosinophiles (Figure 4), poly-
cytes, lymphocytes and bands (Figure 5) were obtained to indicate stress or general
infectious disorders. Figures 4 and 5 also illustrate the aosence of magnetic field effects
on these determinations.

Finally, the other determinations in Figures 1, 2, 6 and 7 were obtained to provide
a general indication of kidney and liver functions. None of these measures reflected a
magnetic field effect on either kidney or liver. Summarizing the present findings in blood
chemistry, no effects were consistently related to the presence of the magnetic fields.
Other than the triglyceride result, which was only significant in an immediate comparison
of the adjoining tests, there were trends that encourage the further measurement of LDH
and CPK although neither of these were significantly influenced by the fields. Inciden-
tally, the values reported fall within the range established on 12 rhesus monkeys in our
laboratory.
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Figure 4

Leucocytes (WBC) and proportions of the white cell differential count.
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More serum determinations. RBC is the red blood cell count. SGPT is serum glu-
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Behavior i

Experiment 1. Figure 8 illustrates FR behavioral data of all four animals during the
final 22 sessions of the first experiment. The 45-Hz magnetic field was introduced during
sessions 55-62. The top four graphs show the percentage body weight. Three subjects
were maintained at approximately 90% while 4Z7 was maintained at approximately 71%.
4Z7 seldom worked at weights greater than this. As a matter of fact, 4Z7 was highly
erratic in most of her behavior on both FR and IRT schedules but is included in the data
to illustrate that, even with poorly performing animals, ELF magnetic fields have no
obvious behavioral influence.

FR response rates were variable and, although AR4 and 3Z5 reached their highest
rates during the presence of the fields, the mean rates were not significantly influenced
by the fields. 3Z5 and AP6 were responding on FR 20 schedules, hence their rates were
higher than those of 4Z7 and AR4 who were working on FR 10 schedules. All animals
except 4Z7 tended to increase their response rates and decrease their pause time during
the study. These changes are shown in the lower half of Figure 8. Pause time on the
FR schedule was not related to the magnetic field nor was reinforcement time, as seen
in the upper half of Figure 8. Reinforcement time tended to be the most stable data for
all animals under all conditions.

Even though previous reports found differences in general motor activity due to
magnetic fields (3, 11), no such effects were found in the present experiment, as seen
in the upper portion of Figure 9.

IRT schedules, especially those with a limited hold, have more control over behavior
than FR schedules. The lower three sets of graphs in Figure 9 illustrate this control. Time
to obtain reinforcement and pauses after reinforcement were very stable and showed no
relationship to the ELF field although pause time decreased throughout these sessions as
on the FR schedule. The response rate was more variable, yet less so than under the FR
schedule, and again no influence of the ELF field is seen. As expected on an IRT
5-second schedule, the pause time centered around 5 seconds and the response rate
centered around 10-12 responses per minute. The fact that reinforcement time tended to
be about 0.8 seconds is probably related to the 0.75-sacond light that occurred in the
absence of food with 60% of the correct responses. That is, the ar."Inals probably
attempted to respond on the food available button prior to the extinction of the brief
light.

A finer analysis of IRT data entailed classifying various interresponse times into 1 .0-
second categories before, during and after the magnetic field was present. Figure 10
illustrates these IRT frequency distributions for all four animals. The off distribution was
composed of data before and after field exposure. Each of these polygons was composed
of more than 3000 interresponse times. The differences between on and off distributions
for AP6 and 4Z7 :ere statistically highly significant (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (14),
p < .001) while ihe distribution differences for the other two animals were not. Because
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Figure 8

Percentage body weight and FR data from experiment 1. Data obtained during mal-
functions and when 4Z7 failed to work were omitted. The 48 sessions prior to behavioral
stability were omitted. Reinforcement time refers to the mean latency to respond on the
food lever when food became available. Pause time refers to the mean latency to make
the first FR response after taking a food tablet. The broken vertical lines enclose sessions
when the 45-Hz field was present. Where measures were disparate individual changes in
ordinates were made.
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Figure 9

General motor activity and IRT data from experiment 1. Animals are identified at
the top of their respective graphs.
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of the inconsistencies in this data, the means of the IRT distributions from 6 sessions
before, 8 sessions during, and 8 sessions after field exposure were statistically analyzed
for differences. None of the fojr animals dirplayed significant changes as a result of
field exposure (Mann Whitney U test) (14). Hence, while it is true, according to the
distributions, that AP6 and 4Z7 shifted to faster IRT's in the presence of the fields, their
mean IRT's did not change significantly. An examination of the daily IRT distributions of
all animals, especially 4eu and AP6, failed to reveal any time course or other relation-
ship between field exposure and shifts in IRT's.

Experiments 2A and 2B. Few sessions were needed to again obtain stable behavior
when the animals were retrained for the rest of the experiments although the behavior of
4Z7 continued to deteriorate throughout the rest of the study. Figure 11 contains IRT
data from experiments 2A, 2B and 2C for all four stbjects. The two male monkeys main-
tained their body weights reasonably well at approximately 98%, while the two females,
4Z7 and 3Z5, gradually decreased from 9.5 to 72% of their ad libitum weights. These
changes are shown in the upper portion of Figure 11. The graphs in the adjoining portion
show the percentage of IRT responses falling in the 5- to 6-second category (correct
responses). No consistent or significant changes in correct responses as a result of 45-
or 15-Hz fields were found. Except for the data of 4Z7 the other measures, reinforcement
time, pause time, and response rate, were very stable. And although 4Z7 occasionally
produced extreme scores in the presence of the magnetic fields along with increases in
mean pause time (0.03 second at 45 Hz, 1 .85 second at 15 Hz), it is certain that this
behavior was not related to the fields. 4Z7 was just a highly variable animal in her
behavior. The other three subjects produced slight reductions in mean pause time (0.09
to 0.23 second) during the 45-Hz field while one animal increased mean pause time
during the 15-Hz field (0.10 second) and the other two animals decreased their mean
pause time during the 15-Hz field (0. 19 and 0.04 second). None of these changes were
statistically significant. General activity was on the same orde,• as previously seen and,
although not illustrated, was also not influenced by the magnetic fields.

One interesting phenomenon seen in Figure 11 occurred with response rate. Overall
response rate tended to be lowest at the first and last sessions of the week. The cyclicity
is especially evident in the data of AR4 and 4Z7 although the other monkeys behaved
similarly.

IRT distributions during the 45-Hz and 15-Hz magnetic field exposures are shown in
Figures 12 and 13 respectively. Although these polygons are almost duplicates, in each
case minor differences for some of the animals were statistically significant (N in each
single polygon was more than 4000). For example, in Figure 12 the distributions of field
on versus field off for AR4, 3Z5, and A?6 were significantly different (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, p < .001) while the data of 4Z7 were not. These differences were in the
direction of faster interresponse times. On the other hand, the distributions obtained
during the 15-Hz field exposure as seen in Figure 13 illustrate significantly faster re-
sponding with 3Z5 (p < .05), significantly slower responding with AP6 (p < .001) and no
significant differences with the other two monkeys. Again, these inconsistencies required
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Figure 12

Interresponse time distributions during (circles) and before and after (triangles) ex-
posure to a 45-Hz field in experiment 2A. Data were obtained from the 5 sessions dur-
ing field exposure and 2 sessions prior to combined with 3 sessions immediately following
field exposure.
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Figure 13

Interresponse time distributions from experiment 2B in which the animals were exposed
for 5 days to a 15-Hz magnetic field. The off data were obtained from 2 sessions prior to
and 3 sessions following exposure to the magnetic field.
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that other measures be examined. The mean IRT's of the five days preceding and follow-
ing 45-Hz field exposure were compared with the mean IRT's during exposure for each
,nimal individualiy and as a group and no statistically significant differences were
obtained (Mann Whitney UI test). The 15-Hz field data were similarly examined and no
significant differences were found.

Epriment 2C. If the 45-Hz magnetic field were detectable between 5.0 and 6.0
seconds, te monkeys would be expected to use this cue and increase the relative number
of correct responses. Three monkeys slightly increase their mean percentage of correct
responses when the field was activated between 5.0 and 6.0 seconds (2.1 to 0.3%) while
AP6 decreased his mean correct responses at this time (-1 .0%). Overall these differences
were not significant (t < 1). Figure 11 illustrates these differences. It is also evident
that correct responses were not at their highest levels at this time in any animal. Figure
14 provides a better illustratior of these changes. AP6 and 3Z5 had almost identical dis-
tributions with and without the 1 .0-second field, whereas the other two showed slight
increases during the fifth to sixth second. Actually, AP6 had significantly faster IRT's
and 3Z5 and 4Z7 had significantly slower IRT's during the sessions with the field
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < .001). The IRT distributions of AR4 were not statistically
different.

CONCLUS IONS

While it is apparent that the ELF magnetic fields used in the present study had no
large or consistent biological influences on the four monkeys, some changes were observed.
These changes did not recur when the fields were reintroduced; for example, serum tri-
glycerides were not reduced when the animals were exposed the second time to the 45-Hz
field. Behavioral changes also failed to consistently occur within an animal; for example,
AR4, 3Z5 and 4Z7 had faster IRT's under one 45-Hz exposure but not the other. AP6
responded faster under both 45-Hz exposures b'jt slower during the 15-Hz exposure. Con-
currently, more traditional measures such as the mean interresponse time failed to reveal
these differences. IRT distributions were analyzed because a previous study that employed
monkeys on an IRT schedule with a limited hold, utilized a similar analysis and found
significant effects of 7-Hz electric fields (7). While the statistical assumptions regard-
ing normality, its violations, and the use of the t test for assessing differences in per-
centage polygons (IRT distributions) might lead one to debate the analysis in the previous
stu,'y (7), differences in the mean IRT's were large in most cases (0.36 to 4.46 seconds).
Such large differences were not found in the present study as a result of magnetic field
exposure although shifts towards faster responding were observed.

The present findings might be chance phenomena, an assumption supported by the
inconsistencies between animals and exp'eriments, or they might be due to a misinterpre-
tation because of the particular statistical analysis (polygon comparisons with very large
N's). In either case the differences were not impressive or long lasting. Friedman et al.
(6) report the transient nature of magnetic field exposure (low intensity-static fields) and
assume that their animals (squirrel monkeys) adapted to the presence of the fields. A
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Figure 14

Interresponse time distributions from experiment 2C. Field on data were averaged
over sessions 37, 38 and 39 when a 1 .O-second activation of the 45-Hz field accompanied
the correct response interval between 5 and 6 seconds. Field off data were averaged
over sessions 36 and 40.
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.ession-by-session review of the present data failed to reveal any initiating effects of the
fields and there was no evidence that any of the animals adapted to the field. The pre-
sent subjects had extensive histories of magnetic field exposure, and it is possible that
adaptation had previously occurred.

The ephemeral nature of low intensity-low frequency magnetic field effects might
be due to lack cf experimental control. Schmitt and Tucker (13) observed that man be-
C.'.,,t increasingly less capable of perceiving magnetic fields (60 Hz, low intensity) as
the coi-.:l of extraneous variables is improved. In a series of experiments, where isola-
tion ,: f.4he sub'ects was increased from one study to the next, they eventually observed
that percep'ion of maynetic fields occurred at a chance level. Perhaps the small changes
seen in the present study would not have occurred had the boxes been completely isolated
from the vibration accompanying the fields.

Finally, this investigator believes that the magnetic fields do not affect the behavior
of rhe~us monkeys, as presently measured, to any practical extent, but this does not pre-
clude the possibility that an individual animal may be capable of detecting or being
influenced by either the magnetic field or artifacts contiguous with that field.
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